Ignite the spark

of invention and entrepreneurship
in your students — and set them on
a course to shape a better future.

Through Ohio Invention Convention, you can
introduce your students to a world in which they
will solve their own problems and gain the confidence
and 21st-century skills to invent their own future.
The STEM + Invention + Entrepreneurship (STEMIE) experiential learning
program offers:
• No cost hands-on, real-world, project-based learning activities & support
materials
• Maps to NGSS, Ohio Common Core, SEL, STEM standards
• Adaptable to in person, virtual and hybrid learning models
• No cost exciting virtual regional & state competitions with almost $30,000 in
College Savings Awards offered.
Invention Convention is easy to implement, flexible
enough to meet diverse K-12 student needs, adaptable
to a broad range of disciplines, and accessible to
virtually any young learner. It can be implemented in
class, at home, in after school programs and by home
school students. Students activate their creative & critical
thinking to build a solution to a problem important to
them all while having fun developing their STEAM & SEL
skills.
"All you need to invent is a good imagination and a pile
of junk." - Thomas Edison

Learn more at:
inventionconvention.org/Ohio/
Invent it forward.™
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Invention League's Ohio Invention
Convention is easy to implement, flexible
enough to meet diverse student needs,
adaptable to a broad range of
disciplines, and accessible to virtually
any young learner.

Why is it important?
At the heart of Invention Convention Worldwide is STEMIE education,
which recognizes the foundational skills that Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math create in combination with Invention and
Entrepreneurship learning. (We like to illustrate this as STEM +
Invention + Entrepreneurship = Innovation.) STEMIE education prepares
students for the needs of the 21st-century economy, creating critical
thinkers and problem solvers and empowering a new generation of
innovators.

How do I begin?
Visit our website and register to bring Ohio Invention Convention into
your classroom, or after school program! Great for Scouting STEM
badges and compliments other STEM programs like coding and robotics.
Want your child to participate with your guidance rather than in school or
a program? Register them as an Independent Inventor. Contact Ohio
Invention Convention to get started on using this flexible, project-based
learning tool to help enhance student understanding of invention in the
real world.

Learn more at inventionconvention.org/ohio/
Questions? Email info@inventionleague.org
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